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What Is CUI?

Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) is information that the Government creates or 
possesses, that an entity creates or possesses for or on behalf of the Government, or that 
a law, regulation, or Government-wide policy requires or permits an agency to handle using 
safeguarding or dissemination controls (Controlled Unclassified Information, 32 CFR § 2002, 
2016). 

What Is Not CUI?

CUI must pass a two-part test to be designated as needing special safeguarding or 
dissemination controls. First, it must be data that is generated by a contract or project 
funded by an Executive Agency (i.e., DoD, DoJ, etc.).  The Agency must clearly state in 
contract language, or DD254, that the project will contain or generate CUI and stipulate 
exactly what the CUI is (Department of Defense, 2012). Second, the data must fall into one 
of the categories listed on the National Archives and Records Administration’s (NARA) CUI 
Registry[1]. Therefore:

 • Any data generated that is not a part of a contract or project directly funded by the 
federal government is not CUI, even if it is export controlled.  

 • Non-contextualized research data[2]  (fundamental research) is not CUI; however, once 
the data has been correlated with any additional input within the scope of a controlled 
contract or project it becomes contextualized and therefore CUI.  

 • Any information that is generally available to the public is not CUI.

Who Can Designate CUI?

“Designating CUI occurs when an authorized holder[3] …determines that a specific item 
of information falls into a CUI category or subcategory” (CUI, 2016), or if a Designating 
Agency  designates an item as CUI.  The Designating Agency[4] who designates the CUI 
must make recipients aware of the information’s CUI status (CUI, 2016). However, all items 
containing CUI must indicate the Designating Agency and make every effort to contain a 
point of contact, branch, or division within an organization, and include contact information 

* All documents containing CUI must carry an indicator of who designated the CUI within it. This must include the designator’s agency (at a 
minimum) and may take any form that identifies the designating agency, including letterhead or other standard agency indicators, or adding a 
“Controlled by” line (CUI, 32 CFR § 2002, 2016)
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(CUI, 2016). *Therefore, since a Designating Agency is a federal government entity, and all 
CUI must indicate which Designating Agency designated the item as CUI, only the federal 
government can designate information as CUI and thusly control the dissemination of that 
information. It is also very important to remember that it is unlawful to overprescribe 
dissemination controls.†

Am I Supposed to Submit My Intellectual Property to Be Designated 
as CUI?

According to Department of Defense Instruction, “There is a shared responsibility between 
the DoD and industry, when established by contract, grants, or other legal agreements 
or arrangements, in the identification, creation, sharing, marking, safeguarding, storage, 
dissemination, decontrol, disposition, destruction, and records management of CUI 
documents and materials” (Department of Defense, 2020). So, if you, or your organization, 
have a contractual or “other legal agreement” to “share in the responsibility to identify, 
create, or mark CUI” you are required to identify any potential CUI you or your organization 
may create. If not, it is the responsibility of the Designating Agency (for the DIB that 
would be the DoD) to identify and mark CUI. No information can be “born CUI,” it must be 
actively identified and designated as such by an authorized holder or designating agency.

How Do I Know If My Contract Has CUI?

In accordance with DoDI 5200.48 “contracts containing CUI shared from DoD or generated, 
managed, or transmitted by the contractor via their information systems, will be in 
accordance with this issuance, which will be incorporated into each DoD contract. The 
program office or requiring activity must identify DoD CUI at the time of contract award 
and, if necessary, provide guidance on information aggregation or compilation. The program 
office or requiring activity must review recurring or renewed contracts for CUI to comply 
with this issuance.”

Furthermore, in accordance with DoDI 5200.1 volume 4, “when CUI is to be provided to 
or generated by DoD contractors, the controls and protective measures to be applied shall 
be described in the pertinent contract documents (e.g., contract clause; statement of work; 
or DD Form 254, “Department of Defense Contract Security Classification Specification”). 
Solicitations and contracts shall use a non-disclosure of information clause that prohibits 

† Misuse of CUI occurs when someone uses CUI in a manner not in accordance with the policy contained in the Order, this part, the CUI 
Registry, agency CUI policy, or the applicable laws, regulations, and Government-wide policies that govern the affected information. This 
may include intentional violations or unintentional errors in safeguarding or disseminating CUI. This may also include designating or marking 
information as CUI when it does not qualify as CUI. (CUI, 32 CFR § 2002, 2016)
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release of unclassified information to the public without approval of the contracting activity 
(e.g., clause 252.204-7000 of the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 
[DFARS]). The clause shall also be made applicable to subcontractors.”

So, if you do not have any language in your contract identifying you or your organization’s 
requirement to create CUI, or possess CUI furnished by the Government, you are not 
presumed to have CUI or any lawful reason to access CUI. If you do not have a lawful 
reason to access CUI you cannot be an authorized holder of CUI and thusly cannot 
designate items as CUI and have no responsibility to identify any items as CUI. Therefore, 
whatever data you, or your organization creates, is not CUI until properly designated as 
such. At which time, the Designating Agency is responsible for dictating what type of CUI it 
is, what dissemination controls are required, and how it can be decontrolled.  

Other Federal Agency Requirements

It is important to note that this document just discusses what is required of DoD 
contractors by the DoD and federal law. If your firm is performing on contracts with 
other executive agencies (such as DoJ, DoE, the State Department, etc.) you will have 
to ensure your firm is in compliance with the pertinent instructions of those agencies as 
well. Some examples are NPR 2810.7 (NASA), DOJ Order 0904 (DOJ), OPBM-NP-18-0001 
(Department of Commerce), and GSA Order CIO 2103.2 (GSA). These are just a brief 
sample of the ever-growing body of requirements surrounding the handling of CUI. For 
more detailed analysis of your firm’s compliance requirements please contact your Steel 
Root compliance consultant.

Handling and Marking Company Restricted and Federally Controlled 
Information

All corporate data should be reviewed on a periodic basis and classified according to its 
use, sensitivity, and importance to your organization, and in compliance with federal and/
or state laws. Any data, item, or information that is not classified will be assumed to be 
of the Restricted classification until otherwise determined, unless the data is known to 
be addressed by applicable law or statute (e.g., certain records that might be considered 
publicly available under applicable law). Questions on the classification and handling of a 
particular item should be directed to the appropriate information owner for the item.
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Should I Mark My Document, Research, or Data?

Question If Yes If No

1 Does the item include any controlled or 
proprietary information?

Identify what type of controlled and/
or proprietary information it includes, 
including what the relevant sources are and 
go to question no. 2.

No marking  
necessary.[5]

2
Does the item include any proprietary and 
non-public information provided by an 
external party?[6]

Ensure that the cover page is marked with 
the inclusion of such information and 
consider question no. 4.

No action required.

3
Does the item include any research results 
subject to a publication or dissemination 
restriction?[7]

Consider question no. 4. No marking necessary. 

4

Considering the type of controlled 
information identified by questions 2 and 
3, is the controlled information technical 
information subject to the US export 
control regulations?[8]

Mark the cover page with the Export 
Control disclaimer. [9, 10] 

Consider question no. 5.

No additional action 
required.

5
Considering the type of controlled 
information identified in earlier questions, 
is there any Controlled Unclassified 
Information (CUI) included?

Mark in accordance with the below 
instructions or CUI Marking Handbook.[11]

No additional action 
required.

6
Considering the type of controlled 
information identified in earlier 
questions, is there any Covered Defense 
Information[12] included?

Mark in accordance with the DoD 
Instruction 5200.48 Controlled Unclassified 
Information (CUI).[13]

No additional action 
required.

 • Public: Information that may or must be open to the general public. It is defined as 
information with no existing local, national, or international legal restrictions on access.

 • General: Organizationally defined

 • Sensitive: Information whose access must be guarded due to proprietary, ethical, or 
privacy considerations. This classification applies even though there may not be a civil 
statute requiring this protection.

 • Restricted/Controlled: Information protected because of protective statutes, policies, 
or regulations. This level also represents information that is not by default protected 
by legal statute, but for which the information owner has exercised the right to restrict 
access.
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Does CUI Need to Be Marked?

Yes.

In accordance with 32 CFR 2002.20 (a)(5) designating agencies must mark CUI when 
they designate the items as CUI. For existing items that qualify as CUI but are not already 
marked, the agency must mark the item as CUI. 32CFR 2002.20 (b)(1) states that CUI 
marking is mandatory and that all CUI must be marked with banner marking prior to 
dissemination. It is important to state that 32 CFR 2002.20 (a)(7) also points out that, “The 
lack of a CUI marking on information that qualifies as CUI does not exempt the authorized 
holder from abiding by applicable handling requirements as described in the Order 
[Executive Order 13556], this part [32 CFR Part 2002], and the CUI Registry.”

How to Mark Company-Sensitive or Restricted Items

As with the instructions below, company-sensitive and restricted items shall be marked 
with a banner at the top of the item. A banner may be added at the bottom but is not 
required. Once the proper sensitivity level has been determined using the chart above, 
apply the banner marking as you would a CUI banner marking with the sensitivity level in 
all caps, centered, and in black. Information owners may use portion marking (as described 
below) and dissemination controls (below) if desired to further restrict the dissemination of 
corporate-sensitive or restricted items.

How to Mark U.S. Government-Controlled Items (32 CFR 2002.20)

The primary marking for all CUI is the CUI Banner Marking. This is the main marking 
that appears at the top of each page of any document that contains CUI. This marking is 
mandatory for all items containing CUI. The marking should be bolded and capitalized black 
text and centered on the page. The content of the marking banner must be inclusive of all 
CUI categories within the item and be the same on every page. 
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The banner may include up to three elements:

1. CUI Control Marking
2. CUI Category Marking for CUI Specified

a. A single category will be separated from the control marking with a double slash 
(//).  Multiple categories (or subcategories) will be separated from each other with a 
single slash (/) and listed in alphabetical order.

3. CUI Dissemination Controls

Figure 1: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

The CUI control marking may be written as either “CUI” or “CONTROLLED” and must be 
included at the top of the page. It may also be included at the bottom of the page.

 

Figure 2: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

CUI categories and subcategories for CUI Specified items are marked with the control 
marking “CUI” or “CONTROLLED” two forward slashes (//) and the category marking as 
listed in the CUI Markings list  and Appendix A of this document.  CUI Specified is not a 

‘higher’ category of CUI, it is a different category of CUI which may have specific handling 

CUI Control Marketing CUI Category or Subcategory Marketing 
(if required)

Limited Dissemination  
Control Marketing

CONTROLLED or CUI // CATEGORIES/SUBCATEGORIES // DISSEM

CONTROLLED CUI

MANDATORY:
CUI Banner Markings must appear on the top portion of the page.

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006
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requirements dictated by laws, regulations, and/or government wide policies and cannot be 
overlooked legally.  CUI Specified items must include the category or subcategory marking 
in all banner markings throughout the item.

 

Figure 3: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

In accordance with 32 CFR 2002.16, limited dissemination controls come last in the banner 
marking and may only be applied by the designating agency. Authorized holders may only 
apply limited dissemination controls with approval from the designating agency. Limited 
dissemination controls and markings can be found on the NARA website  and Appendix B 
of this document.

 

Figure 4: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

CUI//BASICCONTROLLED//SP-SPECIFIED

CUI Specfied Category Marking CUI Basic Category Marking  
(if authorized in agency policy)

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006

CUI//DISSEM-A/DISSEM-C CONTROLLED//DISSEM-B

Limited Dissemination Control Markings

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006
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All items containing CUI must indicate the designating agency and make every effort to 
contain a point of contact, branch, or division within an organization, and include contact 
information (CUI 2016).  The designation indicator must be readily apparent to the 
authorized holders and may appear only on the first page or cover of the item.  

 

Figure 5: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

Portion marking of CUI is optional is a fully unclassified item but is encouraged to facilitate 
proper handling. When portion marking is used, the following rules must be followed:

 • CUI Portion Markings are placed at the beginning of the portion to which they apply and 
must be used throughout the entire document. 

 • CUI Portion Markings are contained within parentheses and may include up to three 
elements: 

• The CUI Control Marking: This is mandatory when portion marking and must be the 
acronym “CUI” (the word “Controlled” will not be used in portion marking). 

• CUI Category or Subcategory Markings: These can be found in the CUI Registry. 

 ° When used, CUI Category or Subcategory Markings are separated from the 
CUI Control Marking by a double forward slash (//). 

 ° When including multiple categories or subcategories in a portion, CUI 
Category or Subcategory Markings are separated from each other by a single 
forward slash (/). 

CONTACT INFO

HOW TO MARK POWERPOINT SLIDES THAT 
CONTAIN CUI 

All questions regarding this presentation can be di-
rected to the Security and Inspection Division, 202-
555-4567.

CONTROLLED

We lead efforts to standardize and assess the 
management of classified and controlled unclassified 
information through oversight, policy development, 
guidance, education, and reporting.

Controlled by: Department of Good Works, Security 
and Inspection Division, 202-555-4567
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 • Limited Dissemination Control Markings: These can be found in the CUI Registry and are 
separated from preceding CUI markings by a double forward slash (//). When including 
multiple Limited Dissemination Control Markings, they must be alphabetized and 
separated from each other by a single forward slash (/).

 • When CUI Portion Markings are used and a portion does not contain CUI, a “U” is 
placed in parentheses to indicate that the portion contains Uncontrolled Unclassified 
Information.

 

Figure 6: Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/into-to-marking-ppt-201808.pdf

CONTROLLED CONTROLLED

CUI Portion Markings

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006

August 27, 2016 
 
Memorandum for the Director

From: Sydney Wade 
Chief, Environmental Protection Division

Subject: (CUI) Traffic Patterns of Dupont Circle

(U) We support President Shepard by ensuring that the 
Government protects and provides proper access to 
information to advance the national and public interest.

(CUI) For training purposes this paragraph contains CUI. 
We lead efforts to standardize and assess the management 
of classified and controlled unclassified information 
through oversight, policy development, guidance, 
education, and reporting.

August 27, 2016 
 
Memorandum for the Director

From: Det. Jonathan McLane 
NYPD Liaison Officer

Subject: (U) Examples

(U) We support President Shepard by ensuring that the 
Government protects and provides proper access to 
information to advance the national and public interest.

(CUI) For training purposes this paragraph contains CUI. 
We lead efforts to standardize and assess the management 
of classified and controlled unclassified information 
through oversight, policy development, guidance, 
education, and reporting.

Department of Good Works  
Washington, D.C. 20006
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Distribution Statements (DODI 5230.24)
The below is a brief overview of distribution statements as required by the DoD for all 
classified and unclassified technical documents (DODI 5230.24). It is outside the scope 
of this document to discuss export controls required by 15 CFR Subchapter C (EAR) or 
22 CFR Subchapter M (ITAR). For more information concerning export licensing and 
data protection in relation to these statutes, please contact your Steel Root compliance 
consultant for expert advice.

 • All DoD Components generating or responsible for technical documents shall 

 • determine their distribution availability and mark them appropriately before primary 
distribution. Distribution statements shall be used in addition to applicable classification 
and dissemination control markings.

 • All newly created, revised, or previously unmarked classified and unclassified DoD 
technical documents shall be assigned Distribution Statement A, B, C, D, E, or F as 
described in Enclosure 4 of DODI 5230.24. Distribution Statement “X” is superseded 
by issuance of this Instruction. Subsequent dissemination of formerly Distribution 
Statement X documents shall display Distribution Statement C, with export control as 
the reason and shall be marked as directed in paragraph 8.a of Enclosure 3 of DODI 
5230.24, unless changed by the controlling DoD office.

 • The distribution statement shall be displayed conspicuously on all technical documents 
regardless of media or format. For standard written or printed material, the distribution 
statement shall appear on the front cover, title page, and Standard Form (SF) 298, 

“Report Documentation Page,” where applicable. The SF 298 is available at dtic.mil/whs/
directives/infomgt/forms/index.htm. If the technical information is not prepared in paper 
form but is prepared digitally or is in any medium that does not have a cover or title page, 
the applicable distribution statement shall be affixed to all physical and digital items by 
other means in a conspicuous, readily recognizable position.

 • Portions or pages of a document or compilation may have different distribution 
statements that would govern their distribution if separated from the main document. 
The most restrictive distribution on its parts applies to the document as a whole.

 • Distribution Statements B, C, D, and E are expressed in a standard format comprising 
four components presented in the following order: 
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• Authorized audience.

• Reason for control.

• Date of determination.

• Controlling office.  
 

Distribution Statements

A. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release.”

B. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT B. Distribution authorized to U.S. Government 
agencies only [fill in reason] [date of determination]. Other requests for this 
document shall be referred to [insert controlling DoD office].”

C. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT C. Distribution authorized to U.S. Government 
agencies and their contractors [fill in reason] [date of determination]. Other 
requests for this document shall be referred to [insert controlling DoD office].”

D. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT D. Distribution authorized to the Department of 
Defense and U.S. DoD contractors only [fill in reason] [date of determination]. 
Other requests shall be referred to [insert controlling DoD office].”

E. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT E. Distribution authorized to DoD Components 
only [fill in reason] [date of determination]. Other requests shall be referred to 
[insert controlling DoD office].”

F. “DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT F. Further dissemination only as directed by 
[inserting controlling DoD office] [date of determination] or higher DoD 
authority.” Distribution Statement F is normally used only on classified technical 
documents, but may be used on unclassified technical documents when specific 
authority exists (e.g., designation as direct military support as in Statement E). 
(Department of Defense, 2012)
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WARNING -  This document contains technical data whose export is restricted by the Arms Export 
Control Act (Title 22, U.S.C., See 2751, et seq.) or the Export Administration Act of 1979 (Title 50, 
U.S.C., App. 2401 et seq.), as amended. Violations of these export laws are subject to severe criminal 
penalties. Disseminate in accordance with provisions of DoD Directive 5230.25.

(Department of Defense, 2012)

Export Control Warning

All printed and electronic—including digital and technical—documents that are determined 
to contain export-controlled technical data shall be marked as shown below. When it is 
technically infeasible to use the entire statement, an abbreviated marking may be used, 
and a copy of the full statement added to the “Notice to Accompany Release of Export-
Controlled Data.”
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APPENDIX A: Prescribed CUI Markings

CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Accident Investigation CUI//SP-AIV  AIV Law Enforcement

Administrative 
Proceedings CUI//SP-ADPO CUI ADPO Legal

Agriculture  CUI AG Intelligence

Ammonium Nitrate CUI//SP-CRITAN  CRITAN Critical Infrastructure

Archaeological 
Resources CUI//SP-ARCHR  ARCHR

Natural and Cultural 
Resources

Asylee  CUI ASYL Immigration

Bank Secrecy CUI//SP-FSEC CUI FSEC Financial

Battered Spouse or 
Child  CUI BATT Immigration

Budget CUI//SP-BUDG  BUDG Financial

Campaign Funds CUI//SP-FUND  FUND Law Enforcement

Chemical-terrorism 
Vulnerability 
Information

CUI//SP-CVI CUI CVI Critical Infrastructure

Child Pornography CUI//SP-CHLD  CHLD Legal

Child Victim/Witness  CUI CVIC Legal

Collective Bargaining  CUI BARG Legal

Committed Person  CUI CMPRS Law Enforcement

Communications  CUI LCOMM Law Enforcement

Comptroller General  CUI COMPT Financial

Consumer Complaint 
Information

CUI//SP-CCI  CCI Financial
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Contract Use CUI//SP-CONTRACT  CONTRACT Privacy

Controlled Substances CUI//SP-SUB  SUB Law Enforcement

Controlled Technical 
Information

CUI//SP-CTI  CTI Defense

Criminal History 
Records Information

CUI//SP-CHRI  CHRI Law Enforcement

Critical Energy 
Infrastructure 
Information

CUI//SP-CEII  CEII Critical Infrastructure

Death Records  CUI DREC Privacy

DNA CUI//SP-LDNA  LDNA Law Enforcement

DoD Critical 
Infrastructure Security 
Information

 CUI DCRIT  

Electronic Funds 
Transfer

 CUI XFER Financial

Emergency 
Management

 CUI EMGT Critical Infrastructure

Entity Registration 
Information

 CUI CONREG
Proprietary Business 
Information

Export Controlled CUI//SP-EXPT CUI EXPT Export Control

Export-Controlled 
Research

 CUI EXPTR Export Control

Federal Grand Jury CUI//SP-JURY CUI JURY Legal

Federal Housing 
Finance Non-Public 
Information

 CUI FHFANPI Financial

Federal Taxpayer 
Information

CUI//SP-TAX  TAX Tax

Financial Supervision 
Information

 CUI FSI Financial

Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act

CUI//SP-FISA  FISA Intelligence
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act 
Business Records

CUI//SP-FISAB  FISAB Intelligence

General Critical 
Infrastructure 
Information

 CUI CRIT Critical Infrastructure

General Financial 
Information

CUI//SP-FNC CUI FNC Financial

General Intelligence CUI//SP-INTEL CUI INTEL Intelligence

General Law 
Enforcement

 CUI LEI Law Enforcement

General Nuclear CUI//SP-NUC CUI NUC Nuclear

General Privacy CUI//SP-PRVCY CUI PRVCY Privacy

General Procurement 
and Acquisition

CUI//SP-PROCURE  PROCURE
Procurement and 
Acquisition

General Proprietary 
Business Information

CUI//SP-PROPIN CUI PROPIN
Proprietary Business 
Information

Genetic Information CUI//SP-GENETIC CUI GENETIC Privacy

Geodetic Product 
Information

CUI//SP-GEO  GEO Intelligence

Health Information CUI//SP-HLTH CUI HLTH Privacy

Historic Properties CUI//SP-HISTP  HISTP
Natural and Cultural 
Resources

Homeland Security 
Agreement Information

 CUI  Provisional

Homeland Security 
Enforcement 
Information

 CUI  Provisional

Informant CUI//SP-INF CUI INF Law Enforcement

Information Systems 
Vulnerability 
Information

 CUI ISVI Critical Infrastructure
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Information Systems 
Vulnerability 
Information – 
Homeland

 CUI  Provisional

Inspector General 
Protected

CUI//SP-PRIIG CUI PRIIG Privacy

Intelligence Financial 
Records

CUI//SP-IFNC  IFNC Intelligence

Internal Data CUI//SP-ID CUI ID Intelligence

International 
Agreement Information

CUI//SP-INTL  INTL
International 
Agreements

International 
Agreement Information 
– Homeland

 CUI  Provisional

International Financial 
Institutions

 CUI FINT Financial

Inventions  CUI INVENT Patent

Investigation CUI//SP-INV CUI INV Law Enforcement

Investment Survey  CUI SURV Statistical

Juvenile  CUI JUV Law Enforcement

Law Enforcement 
Financial Records

CUI//SP-LFNC  LFNC Law Enforcement

Legal Privilege  CUI PRIVILEGE Legal

Legislative Materials  CUI LMI Legal

Mergers  CUI MERG Financial

Military Personnel 
Records

 CUI MIL Privacy

National Park System 
Resources

CUI//SP-NPSR  NPSR
Natural and Cultural 
Resources

National Security Letter  CUI LNSL Law Enforcement

Naval Nuclear 
Propulsion Information

CUI//SP-NNPI CUI NNPI Defense

Net Worth  CUI//NETW NETW Financial
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Nuclear 
Recommendation 
Material

 CUI RECCOM Nuclear

Nuclear Security-
Related Information

CUI//SP-SRI CUI SRI Nuclear

Ocean Common Carrier 
and Marine Terminal 
Operator Agreements

 CUI OCCMTO
Proprietary Business 
Information

Ocean Common Carrier 
Service Contracts

 CUI SERV
Proprietary Business 
Information

Operations Security  CUI OPSEC Intelligence

Operations Security 
Information

 CUI  Provisional

Patent Applications  CUI APP Patent

Pen Register/Trap & 
Trace

 CUI TRACE Law Enforcement

Permanent Resident 
Status

 CUI RESD Immigration

Personnel Records CUI//SP-PERS CUI PERS Privacy

Personnel Security 
Information

 CUI  Provisional

Pesticide Producer 
Survey

 CUI PEST Statistical

Physical Security  CUI PHYS Critical Infrastructure

Physical Security – 
Homeland

 CUI  Provisional

Presentence Report  CUI PRE Legal

Prior Arrest  CUI PRIOR Legal

Privacy Information  CUI  Provisional

Proprietary 
Manufacturer

CUI//SP-MFC  MFC
Proprietary Business 
Information

Proprietary Postal  CUI POST
Proprietary Business 
Information

Protected Critical 
Infrastructure 
Information

CUI//SP-PCII  PCII Critical Infrastructure
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Protective Order CUI//SP-LPROT CUI LPROT Legal

Railroad Safety Analysis 
Records

 CUI RAIL Transportation

Retirement  CUI RTR Financial

Reward  CUI RWRD Law Enforcement

Safeguards Information CUI//SP-SGI  SGI Nuclear

SAFETY Act 
Information

 CUI SAFE Critical Infrastructure

Secrecy Orders  CUI PSEC Patent

Sensitive Personally 
Identifiable Information

 CUI  Provisional

Sensitive Security 
Information

CUI//SP-SSI  SSI Transportation

Sex Crime Victim  CUI SCV Law Enforcement

Small Business 
Research and 
Technology

 CUI SBIZ
Procurement and 
Acquisition

Source Selection CUI//SP-SSEL CUI SSEL
Procurement and 
Acquisition

Statistical Information CUI//SP-STAT CUI STAT Statistical

Status Adjustment  CUI ADJ Immigration

Student Records CUI//SP-STUD CUI STUD Privacy

Tax Convention  CUI CONV Tax

Taxpayer Advocate 
Information

 CUI TAI Tax

Temporary Protected 
Status

 CUI PROT Immigration

Terrorist Screening  CUI LSCRN Law Enforcement

Toxic Substances CUI//SP-TSCA  TSCA Critical Infrastructure
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CUI Category Banner Marking:  
Specified Authorities

Banner Marking:  
Basic Authorities

Category 
Marking

Organizational Index 
Grouping

Unclassified Controlled 
Nuclear Information – 
Defense

CUI//SP-DCNI CUI DCNI Defense

Unclassified Controlled 
Nuclear Information – 
Energy

CUI//SP-UCNI CUI UCNI Nuclear

U.S. Census CUI//SP-CENS  CENS Statistical

Victim  CUI LVIC Legal

Victims of Human 
Trafficking

 CUI IVIC Immigration

Visas  CUI VISA Immigration

Water Assessments  CUI WATER Critical Infrastructure

Whistleblower Identity CUI//SP-WHSTL CUI WHSTL Law Enforcement

Witness Protection CUI//SP-WIT CUI WIT Legal

Written 
Determinations

CUI//SP-WDT  WDT Tax

Figure 7: CUI Markings (Retrieved from:https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-marking-list)
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APPENDIX B: Limited Dissemination Controls
Limited Dissemination 
Control Description Marking Portion 

Marking

No Foreign 
Dissemination

Information may not be disseminated in any form to foreign 
governments, foreign nationals, foreign or international 
organizations, or non-U.S. citizens.

NOFORN NF

Federal Employees 
Only

Dissemination authorized only to (1) employees of United 
States Government Executive Branch departments and 
agencies (as the agency is defined in 5 U.S.C. 105), or (2) armed 
forces personnel of the United States or Active Guard and 
Reserve (as defined in 10 USC 101).

FED ONLY FED ONLY

Federal Employees and 
Contractors Only

Dissemination authorized only to (1) employees of United 
States Government Executive Branch departments and 
agencies (as the agency is defined in 5 U.S.C. 105), (2) armed 
forces personnel of the United States or Active Guard and 
Reserve (as defined in 10 USC 101), or (3) individuals or 
employers who enter into a contract with the United States 
(any department or agency) to perform a specific job, supply 
labor and materials, or for the sale of products and services, 
so long as dissemination is in furtherance of that contractual 
purpose.

FEDCON FEDCON

No Dissemination to 
Contractors

No dissemination authorized to individuals or employers who 
enter into a contract with the United States (any department or 
agency) to perform a specific job, supply labor and materials, or 
for the sale of products and services.  
 
Note: This dissemination control is intended for use when 
dissemination is not permitted to federal contractors, but 
permits dissemination to state, local, or tribal employees.

NOCON NOCON

Dissemination List 
Controlled

Dissemination authorized only to those individuals, 
organizations, or entities included on an accompanying 
dissemination list. Note: Use of this limited dissemination 
control supersedes other limited dissemination controls, but 
cannot supersede dissemination stipulated in federal law, 
regulation, or Government-wide policy. 

DL ONLY DL ONLY

Authorized for Release 
to Certain Nationals 
Only

Information has been predetermined by the designating 
agency to be releasable or has been released only to the 
foreign country(ies)/international organization(s) indicated, 
through established foreign disclosure procedures and 
channels. It is NOFORN to all foreign country(ies)/international 
organization(s) not indicated in the REL TO marking. Note: 
See list of approved country codes for use with REL TO here. 
“USA” must always appear first when using REL TO followed 
by additional permitted trigraph country codes in alphabetical 
order.

REL TO 
[USA, LIST] – 
see list

REL TO 
[USA, LIST] 
– see list
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Limited Dissemination 
Control Description Marking Portion 

Marking

Display Only

Information is authorized for disclosure to a foreign recipient, 
but without providing the foreign recipient with a physical copy 
for retention, regardless of medium to the foreign country(ies)/
international organization(s) indicated, through established 
foreign disclosure procedures and channels. 
 
Note: See list of approved country codes for use with 
“DISPLAY ONLY” here. “USA” must always appear first when 
using “DISPLAY ONLY TO” followed by additional permitted 
trigraph country codes in alphabetical order.

DISPLAY 
ONLY [USA, 
LIST] – see 
list

DISPLAY 
ONLY [USA, 
LIST] – see 
list

Attorney Client

Dissemination of information protected by the attorney-client 
privilege beyond the attorney, the attorney’s agents, or the 
client can result in the loss of the privilege and is prohibited 
by this marking unless the agency’s executive decision-makers 
decide to disclose the information outside the bounds of its 
protection. 
 
Note: The Legal Privilege Category marking “PRIVILEGE” must 
be applied in order to use this limited dissemination control 
marking.

Attorney-
Client

AC

Attorney Work Product

Dissemination of information protected by the Attorney Work 
Product Privilege beyond the attorney, the attorney’s agents, or 
the client can result in the loss of the privilege and is prohibited 
by this marking unless specifically permitted by the overseeing 
attorney who originated the work product or their successor. 
 
Note: The Legal Privilege Category marking “PRIVILEGE” must 
be applied in order to use this limited dissemination control 
marking.

Attorney-WP AWP

Figure 8: Limited Dissemination Controls (Retrieved from: https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/limited-
dissemination)
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[1] https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-list?_ga=2.243168834.1916077037.1623271600-
2133004417.1623271600

[2] Information that is raw output with no identifying marks generated, processed, stored, and/or transmitted under a 
controlled project subject to dissemination controls, export control regulations and federal cybersecurity rules.

[3] “An authorized holder is an individual, agency, organization, or group of users that is permitted to designate or handle 
CUI, in accordance with [32 CFR § 2000]” (32 CFR § 2002.4 [d])

[4] “Designating Agency is the executive branch agency that designates or approves the designation of a specific item as 
CUI” (32 CFR § 2002.4(u))

[5] Best Practice: to avoid confusion in the future: identify on the cover page that this document does not include any 
controlled or proprietary information.

[6] Ensure the external/3rd party has allowed the information in the item to be shared and that you are not violating any 
non-disclosure or confidentiality agreements.

[7] i.e., DFARS 252-204.7000 clause, DD254, etc
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[8] Such as information necessary for the “development,” “production,” “use,” operation, installation, maintenance, repair, 
overhaul, or refurbishing (or other terms specified in ECCNs on the CCL that control “technology”) of an item (15 
CFR part 772)(EAR), or information that is required for the design, development, production, manufacture, assembly, 
operation, repair, testing, maintenance, or modification of defense articles. This includes information in the form of 
blueprints, drawings, photographs, plans, instructions, or documentation (22 CFR 120.9)(ITAR).

[9] Best Practice: consider including in the portion markers in the relevant sections of the document the classification 
and jurisdiction of the technology or technical data. (ITAR Cat II or ECCN EAR99).

[10] Export Control Disclaimer: WARNING – This document contains technical data whose export is restricted by the 
Arms Export Control Act (Title 22, U.S.C., Sec 2751, et seq.) or the Export Administration Act of 1979, as amended 
(Title 50, U.S.C., App. 2401 et seq.). Violations of these export laws are subject to severe criminal penalties.

[11] https://www.archives.gov/files/cui/documents/20161206-cui-marking-handbook-v1-1-20190524.pdf

[12] Unclassified controlled technical information or other information, as described in the Controlled Unclassified 
Information (CUI) registry that requires safeguarding or dissemination controls pursuant to and consistent with law, 
regulations, and government-wide policies and is (1) marked or otherwise identified in a contract, task order, or 
delivery order and provided to Purdue by or on behalf of the DoD in support of the performance of a contract or 
(2) collected, developed, received, transmitted, used, or stored by or on behalf of the contractor in support of the 
performance of the contract

[13] https://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/520048p.PDF

[14] Found at https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/category-marking-list

[15] https://www.archives.gov/cui/registry/limited-dissemination


